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 Charles Wilson, physicist, Nobel Laureate, who invented the cloud chamber. 

 

Whenever I am asked to give a lecture, the request usually includes … 

“and the title of your talk…and a picture.” This evening, I chose 

‘romantic, speculative inventiveness’ because that is my nature, and I 

believe my nature lays at the heart of what I do and how I do it. The 

words come from the Nobel Prizewinning Scottish scientist Charles 

Wilson, who invented the cloud chamber.  

 

A cloud chamber is a device that is used to show the tracks of 

radioactive particles. It is impossible to see the radioactive particles, 

however, it is possible to see a vapour trail.  

 

He said, “The Scots in particular were possessed with that romantic, 

speculative inventiveness crossed with the mentality of a chartered 

accountant.” Charles Wilson, physicist, Nobel Laureate  

 

I did not add ‘with the mentality of a chartered accountant’ simply 

because the title of my lecture would be too long. However, it is true.  
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A romantic is associated with chivalry – through training to serve 

others, and aspiring to beauty.  

 

This particular romantic in front of you seeks through poetry, the 

description of the things around him and in his mind, then to let his 

un-teachable human spirit aspire to the unreachable – his art – which 

is, in part constrained only by his training and knowledge and the 

relationship to others with whom he is working. 

 

The speculative inventiveness is that aspect which has allowed me to 

explore territories outside of my own sphere of knowledge, most often 

with others who have a different set of skills. 

 

I do not like to waste money for it represents a dismissive attitude 

towards the best use of material quantity, technique and energy.  
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However, inventing does require testing and refinement to ensure the 

best result in terms of performance and

The enthusiasm and spirit of Scottish innovators and enterprise is 

staggering. 

My namesake, also known as ‘Coppertop’, invented hyperlink 

endlessly promoting the culture of innovation in Scotland. 

 

Innovation 

Innovation is to create something totally new.

seen as techno-centric. However, innovation is also about how to lead, 

organise and deliver. It is worth noting that nearly all inventions are 

improvements on older ideas, concepts and techni

leap is a rare event. 

 

Innovation’s opposite is imitation. Imitation is a business method that 

is used to catch up; and when imitated quickly, is often marketed as if 

it is ‘innovative’.  
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However, inventing does require testing and refinement to ensure the 

value from the initial premise.

 

The enthusiasm and spirit of Scottish innovators and enterprise is 

My namesake, also known as ‘Coppertop’, invented hyperlink – and is 

endlessly promoting the culture of innovation in Scotland.  

ften, innovation is 

centric. However, innovation is also about how to lead, 

It is worth noting that nearly all inventions are 

ques. The quantum 

Innovation’s opposite is imitation. Imitation is a business method that 

nd when imitated quickly, is often marketed as if 
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Imitation is seen an excellent business method! And it is. 

 

 

Shanghai’s developing skyscape  

 

This is why developers do not innovate or lead. This can work against 

architects who are genuinely searching for better social or 

environmental solutions or paradigm shifts in spatial organisation, 

environmental behaviour, or technical solutions.  

It is an irony that so many developers fail not from being innovative 

but by (financially) over-gearing their companies. 

It is only through legislation that innovation can take roots in such risk 

averse cultures. 

 

Innovation is not always dependent upon R&D. 
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Consider Japan’s 3% GDP invested in R&D and the level of new 

ideas/products in the past twenty years – the results do not appear to 

match the investment. 

 

R&D should be seen as investment to gain and/or make knowledge. 

i.e. £s invested leads to knowledge 

Innovation is then knowledge that delivers £s! 

And yet investment in technology and education alone does not 

necessarily deliver. 

Consider the Soviet Union, and a time when USSR had more investment 

in R&D than the US, yet failed to turn this into economic strength. It is 

the translation of ideas that matters for any economy. This requires 

accompanies and commitment. 

 

R&D capacity of existing companies is not the only answer – it is more 

of an old fashioned route. Create innovation by creating new – 

everything is an open mind and an open condition. Try creating and 

then supporting many more new companies.  

 

Without innovation and adaptability to new situations, societies die. 

Prejudice and preconceptions are the devils of innovation. 
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What enables innovation?
 

 

1981-85 Rice Francis Ritchie (RFR)
us to innovate. La Villette City of Science, Paris
RFR world patent: structural glazing that changed glass architecture 
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What enables innovation? 

85 Rice Francis Ritchie (RFR), The French Government contract with RFR asked 
La Villette City of Science, Paris  

RFR world patent: structural glazing that changed glass architecture  
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The French Government contract with RFR asked 
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1. Market Creation that allows, supports and then exploits innovation 

 

The UK and Europe do not create enough markets. And there is a lack 

of markets at present.  

Consider music and film where we seem to do well. Is this linked to the 

young and thus the ‘new’ – are these markets renewed from older 

models, or technology driven.  

Decision makers need to understand this – innovation without markets 

leads nowhere. 

 

2. Public Procurement needs to recognise and support innovation.  

 

Public procurement is circa 16% of EU GDP. At the moment it is spent 

on the “cheapest”. There is a need for Public Procurement (ironically 

held back by the Private part of PPP) to promote innovation by 

purchasing it.  

Consider competition v innovation.  

Refer to my role in the new Civic Justice Centre, Manchester, where 

‘breaking the rules’ enabled a great building to come to fruition – a 

proper architectural competition based upon a thorough and fully 

approved brief  – even though we (Ministry of Justice – then known as 

the Dept of Constitutional Affairs) stayed inside Treasury limits. It was 

possible because of the full backing of the Lord Chancellor.  A genuine 

architectural competition; a solid brief, and no complaints! 

A pity that there was an embargo placed upon this by the incoming 

Lord Chancellor - four year delay in promoting this success story – 

years lost when other projects promoted by other ministries could have 

benefitted from this exemplar. This potential destroyed by pettiness of 
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personal politics rather than promoting a solution – one which will help 

promote a healthy procurement method for government and benefit all 

through better design and architecture. 

 

1984 Ian Ritchie Architects & RFR Lintas Bridge, Paris world’s first all-glass bridge 
incorporating a clear glass floor  

 

3. Mobility of People – in their heads, not necessarily their bodies  

(‘on yer bike’ Tebbitt, Thatcher Govt. 1995) 

 

The industrial revolution led to transport infrastructure and people 

moved.  

 

The Scots not only led the world in transport innovation, but they built 

it as well. 

 

Innovation requires mobility of the mind not the body. 
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So far the knowledge society has not reduced physical mobility, yet 

clearly it can. Perhaps energy limitations in tandem with increasingly 

faster information exchange will redefine mobility technologies. The 

question of physical mobility will become far more difficult 

(environmental concerns) – certainly for inter-continental travel.  

 

Consider the question of pension investment structures in each 

European country – they do not allow transfer to other countries. In 

the UK you cannot get a trans-generational mortgage that might just 

help the young, stabilise families and help build communities. 

Since the post-war ‘birth’ of the consumer culture, looking at the way 

we have innovated: new products and tools have been governed by: 

- where and who is the customer;  

- the customer is “god”.  

Is this not old-fashioned? 

 

Customers are the beginning of innovation, not the end.  

The innovator has to anticipate their future environment.  

Therefore only listen to the consumer if you do not know what is 

happening today.  

The consumer/customer does not know what he will be doing 

tomorrow. 
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1987 Ian Ritchie Architects 
Dubai Pearl Monument laureate (unbuilt) 

 

4. Risk - More Entrepreneurs, Business Angels and Venture Capitalists  

 

They are vital and have the skills and knowledge of those who are 

prepared to take risks.  

These people, with financial muscle, have learned to celebrate failures 

as well as winners. Without understanding failure, risk will never be on 

the agenda. 

 

EU and our society in general are producing a “No Risk, or Zero Risk” 

society. 

Everything is controlled which means no one is responsible and 

everyone can sue anyone about anything that is beyond their control. 

 

The rise of Health & Safety issues, of multi-layers of ‘stakeholders’ 

mitigates against innovation. (reference Wood Lane Station compared 

to RSC Courtyard Theatre). 
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Trust is less prevalent, and as a result, individual performance is 

diminished, and accountability transferred. This is the management 

ethos which is endemic in our society and it does little to encourage 

innovation.  

 

‘Risk’ free europe 

 

Governments, and EU, have to create the ‘over-arching architecture’ 

of our society. 

It is done through ‘legislation’ and by investing in the direction they 

want society to go. 

 

There is a need for creative, innovative and pro-active legislation from 

government which recognises that through innovation we fabricate and 

frame our society’s future. 

 

Present UK government seems to have little appetite for it. 
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1989 Ian Ritchie Architects Natural History Museum Ecology Gallery, London. First 
application of structurally glued to glass fixing in a public building. First use of 6mm 
thick low-iron glass in architecture.

 

 

The Early 21st Design Methodology

 

Architects, together with all those involved in the creation of our built 

environment, can and perhaps should try to make evident the fact that 
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iron glass in architecture. 

Methodology 

Architects, together with all those involved in the creation of our built 

environment, can and perhaps should try to make evident the fact that 
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1989 Ian Ritchie Architects Natural History Museum Ecology Gallery, London. First 
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Architects, together with all those involved in the creation of our built 

environment, can and perhaps should try to make evident the fact that 
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design and environmental concerns are the same issue in a new 

synthetic design methodology for the 21st century.  

 

A new optimism must be based upon working better with people and 

the environment. 

 

While striving for appropriate and beautiful architecture, we must also 

act with compassion and with a social conscience.  

 

We need to make metaphorical intelligence and humanity evident in 

our designs. 

 

Architecture has a significant role to play as a mediator between 

culture and commerce; and perhaps can give some signposts as to how 

we may make progress in rebalancing our present "civilised 

disequilibrium”. 

 

Civilisation, according to the late American social anthropologist, 

Stanley Diamond, may be regarded as a system in internal 

disequilibrium; technology or ideology or social organisation are always 

out of joint with each other - that is what propels the system along a 

given track. 
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Our sense of movement, of incompleteness, contributes to the idea of 

progress. To put it another way, when we are able to appreciate the 

way the world is really working, it is never quite the way we would like 

it to be working and this is why making a better future is so 

challenging.  

 

Society evolves, technology evolves and ideologies shift. Of the latter 

we are perhaps witnessing our society resetting its values to sharing 

values more than valuing shares.  
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1989 Ian Ritchie Architects  
Stockley Park, R&D Offices, London 
Double glazed Planar™ developed with Pilkington, with the ‘Stockley Pin’.

 

Vilém Flusser, the Czech

argument in his short essay 

by which he means the place of manufacture that we, through pre

historians, can understand the science, politics, art and religion of the 

society of the time, and identify the human being. His sense of humour 

suggested that homo faber (maker) was perhaps a better description of 

the common characteristic of human beings rather than 

sapiens (wise, wise).  

 

The second half of the 20

have to fundamentally re

effectively be more intelligent in the way in which we negate the 

status quo.  By this I mean that our very existence, as individuals and 

as a society dealing with our need to survive changes the balance of 

nature. 
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Stockley Park, R&D Offices, London  

developed with Pilkington, with the ‘Stockley Pin’.

Vilém Flusser, the Czech-born philosopher, made a convincing 

argument in his short essay The Factory, that it is through ‘the factory’ 

by which he means the place of manufacture that we, through pre

historians, can understand the science, politics, art and religion of the 

society of the time, and identify the human being. His sense of humour 

at homo faber (maker) was perhaps a better description of 

the common characteristic of human beings rather than homo sapiens 

The second half of the 20th century concluded with the fact that we 

have to fundamentally re-investigate design to enable us, hopefully, to 

effectively be more intelligent in the way in which we negate the 

status quo.  By this I mean that our very existence, as individuals and 

as a society dealing with our need to survive changes the balance of 
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First published 1969 

 

The early reflections of ecology to design as a pragmatic search for a 

clean, green or eco-design methodology has in fact become an 

investigation into the problem of design in general. The shift from an 

industrial reductivist to a post-industrial holistic design, requires a 

complex inquiry. The new design methodology has to embrace social, 

political and philosophical criticism of design if we are to redefine 

design with any sense of value and meaning. These domains have been 

outside the realm of the architect for a very long time  
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Innovation has, like collaboration and design, become a buzz word in 

the past decade. Innovation exists in and embraces every aspect of life 

–thought, process, management, product, and communication. Yet 

where is it happening? 
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fibre optic – a light pipe 
the most sophisticated man-

(c) Seung snapshot 2 from his theoretical
neuroscience lab at MIT – neural networks

 

What does innovation 

It can lay within the exploration of space and form, material and 

technique and a social agenda, and

realisation of architecture 

even in the forms of management and contract.

 

Understanding the context is the first investigation of architecture. 

The context is physical, intellectual 

The architectural process and architecture itself is synthesis, not 

separation - the synthesis of ideas, of people, of materials and 

ultimately a sense of man’s union with nature.
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          Water boatman  
-made product        walking on the surface tension of water

(c) Seung snapshot 2 from his theoretical         Homeless man  
neural networks        Lying on the surface of warm air

 mean for an architect? 

It can lay within the exploration of space and form, material and 

technique and a social agenda, and, for those concerned with the 

realisation of architecture – construction and assembly methods, and 

even in the forms of management and contract.  

Understanding the context is the first investigation of architecture. 

The context is physical, intellectual and sensual. 

The architectural process and architecture itself is synthesis, not 

the synthesis of ideas, of people, of materials and 

ultimately a sense of man’s union with nature. The architect harvests 
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walking on the surface tension of water 

Lying on the surface of warm air 

It can lay within the exploration of space and form, material and 

for those concerned with the 

construction and assembly methods, and 

Understanding the context is the first investigation of architecture.  

The architectural process and architecture itself is synthesis, not 

the synthesis of ideas, of people, of materials and 

The architect harvests 
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ideas and designs from other consultants and from industry and 

fashions them into his or her concept.  

 

Creativity and innovation in architecture works through the 

investigation of memory and the way buildings can be constructed.  

 

These investigations take place with both a sense of freedom and 

discipline. 

A blank sheet paralyzes creativity – in fact there is never a blank a 

sheet of paper. It is the context (or parts of it) which acts as the 

conceptual trigger to creative freedom. The context also frames the 

response of the architect and thus a discipline through which to work 

up concepts. The context is not just physical, but also his or her 

intellect and imagination, and current interests. 
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1992 Ian Ritchie Architects with Pilkington
Light Tunnel, Ingolstadt, Germany
Application of photo-reactive coated glass

 

Who instigates industrial innovation?

Let us consider material and technique. From these come all possible 

spatial and formal constructs. Faced with the phenomenal power of 

software to translate imaginations into screen worlds, today’s 

immature architects may consider 

be the concern of others

 

An architect rarely instigates a material or technical development. 

Architects are generally too far removed from industry, and as such 

the latter rarely look to architects for ideas.  Architects are not 

industrialists. In fact, since the creation of professional apartheid of 

architects and civil/structural engineers during the 19th century, 

architects have ceased to be at the forefront of constructional 

innovation.  
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Stepped Pyramid of Djoser and its complex in the 
designed by Imhotep – priest, physician, engineer, architect, 

 

Imhotep, the Egyptian may have invented columns 4,500 years ago, at 

about the same time as 

beams. But he was also a physician, and engineer.

 

Ictinus and Callicrates apparently designed 

was about beauty, proportion, decoration and not innovation or 

technique.  
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Pyramid of Djoser and its complex in the Saqqara field. 
priest, physician, engineer, architect, cBCE 2600

Imhotep, the Egyptian may have invented columns 4,500 years ago, at 

about the same time as Stonehenge was erected with its columns and 

beams. But he was also a physician, and engineer. 

Ictinus and Callicrates apparently designed The Parthenon 

was about beauty, proportion, decoration and not innovation or 
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cBCE 2600 

Imhotep, the Egyptian may have invented columns 4,500 years ago, at 

was erected with its columns and 

The Parthenon – but this 

was about beauty, proportion, decoration and not innovation or 
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Concrete dome of the Pantheon, Rome,  

Design attributed to Apollodorus of Damascus, cAD 126 

 

The Romans developed the arch more than any other society to create 

great spaces and aqueducts through their development of Roman 

concrete – quicklime, pozzalana (volcanic ash and can set under water) 

and an aggregate of pumice - their apogée being the Pantheon with its 

unreinforced concrete dome roof which epitomised the release of 

Roman design from stone and brick.  
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(top) Pont du Gard France, 100+AD (Bottom) Segovia Aqueduct, 150-210 AD 

 

 

Vitruvius specified a ratio of 1 part lime to 3 parts pozzolana for 

cements used in buildings, and a 1:2 ratio of lime to pulvis Puteolanus 

for underwater work, similar to today’s concrete at sea. 

 

The Romans also improved the lime mortar for brick construction, and 

produced curved bricks for columns as well as triangular bricks to build 

walls. These culminated in the great aqueducts - the Pont du Gard and 

the one in Segovia. 
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Abbot Sugar ‘opus modernum’ – the basilica of St Denis, Paris 1140  

 

Modern architecture was created around 1140. The Abbot Sugar began 

rebuilding the basilica of St Denis in Paris. His ideas produced Gothic 

Architecture – exploiting the pointed arch to rest ribbed vaults thus 

allowing stained-glass instead of stone to infill the space and 

expanding it with new ideas of wonderfully lit spaces. He called it 

‘opus modernum’ – meaning ‘just now’ or a modern work. 

 

In the past three centuries innovation has been largely led by industrial 

entrepreneurs with an engineering background, such as Eiffel, and 

engineers, such as Freysinnet (pre-stressed concrete).  

Even some of the more spectacular spatial explorations and 

innovations can be seen to have come from engineers who also 
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practised as “architects” 

Calatrava today.  

 Peter Ellis – Oriel Chambers 1864

 

However I would like to mention an exception, Peter Ellis, who 

designed and built the world's first two metal

walled buildings. 

While in his late fifties, 

Cook Street in 1866.  

 

I speculate that his impact upon the design of skyscrapers was 

immense. One important reason is that John Wellborn Root, of 

Burnham and Root came to Liverpool to school when Georgia fell 
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practised as “architects” - Owen Williams, Candela, Nervi, Otto, and 

Oriel Chambers 1864  

would like to mention an exception, Peter Ellis, who 

designed and built the world's first two metal-framed, glass curtain

While in his late fifties, Oriel Chambers was completed in 1864 and 16 

mpact upon the design of skyscrapers was 

immense. One important reason is that John Wellborn Root, of 

Burnham and Root came to Liverpool to school when Georgia fell 
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during the American civil war. His father had a shipping business in 

Liverpool.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

John Root of Burnham & Root Montauk Block 1882 and the Great Northern Hotel 1884  

 

They were one of the founders of the Chicago School which pioneered 

high rise buildings, and their Montauk building of 1882 was described 

“As what Chartres was to the Gothic cathedral, the Montauk Block was 

to the high commercial building".  

 

(There’s a PhD in this for someone.) 
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Kibble Palace, Glasgow,1873  
Originally designed by John Kibble for his home in 1860 

 

The Frame and Infill – glass and other materials 

 

The improvements in materials have been based upon one single 

objective - to be able to better predict their performance, thereby 

improving performance and reducing costs. 

Timber, steel and concrete are the predominant frame materials of 

structures today. 

With the primacy of the frame came the innovation of the infill.  

During the past centuries, notably in the twentieth century, and 

particularly during the past three decades, glass has become very 

much the dominant material of building facades, replacing the 

“punched holes” in stone and brick masonry. Glass in architectural 
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facades can be used to embody and convey our present ideas about our 

union with nature, light, our attitudes towards society, our notions of 

both gravitas and levitas, transparency, translucency and porosity. 

 

Technologies slowly get supplanted: timber - cast iron - steel - 

reinforced concrete, now fibre structures and polymers. 

 

 

 

Polymers and co-polymers are lighter materials. The choices are 

increasing and fire rating, colour, cost, structural permanence, light 

transmission and visual quality are key criterion. Examples include:  
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Shelterspan Heathrow 1978    Shelterspan Paddington  1981                                                                                        
 pvc coated polyester   pvc coated polyester 

 

 

 

Shelterspan Alexandra 
Palace 1981                                            
pvc coated polyester 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PVC coated polyester mats, perhaps the oldest, very economic, now 

somewhat less popular as they cannot maintain a permanent form and 

pvc recycling is difficult. (Shelterspan – Alexandra Palace/Heathrow) 
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Trifluoroethylene film + glass mat cold 
pressure laminated,1984                        
RFR + PTL + Brochier Aerospatial, France 
 
La Villette City of Science, Paris 
PTFE Entrance Hall roof 
1981-85 Rice Francis Ritchie (RFR) 
2,400m2 roof consisting of  
2 skins PTFE + fibair white insulation and 
Tedlar® PVF film vapour barrier 
The first thermally insulated light 
transmitting permanent glass fabric roof 
meeting 1982 insulation regulations 

 

 

 

 

PTFE, polytetrafluorethylene is used as coating on fibreglass and 

renowned since the early 1970s for permanent light transmitting 

structures.  

 

Trifloroethylene is a vinylidene fluoride-co-trifluoroethylene 

transparent film for flexible and transparent electronics, and which I 

proposed, using cold pressure to bond to a glass mat to create a new 

structural fabric back in 1980s that would avoid the worldwide patents 

of  PTFE coated products. In 1983, I had been fortunatein bringing 

together three industries, PTL and Brochier Aerospatiale in France & 

Solvay in Belgian, to produce, using very high pressure cold bonding a 

50% light transmitting permanent structural fabric.   
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(Brochier image of prototype);  

 

 

Eden Project 2000       ETFE 

 

ETFE, ethylene tetrafluoroethylene is a transparent fluoropolymer, 

nearly as chemically inert as PTFE, and about a half its cost, and first 

used at Arnhem Zoo in 1978 over the alligator park, and made more 

well known when it was used at the Eden Centre in 2000, at the Allianz 

Arena in Munich and the Beijing Aquatics Centre - known as the Water 

Cube (designed by PTW and Tristram Carfrae of ARUP). 

 

There is now a tendency to exploit artificial light to colour buildings to 

the commercial clock.  
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Blue Gold Exhibition, Oberhausen, 2000          Ian Ritchie Architects + Per Lindstrand    
Kevlar cone 50m high 

 

We used Kevlar, more associated with sail technology than buildings, 

to realise with Per Linstrand, a 50 m high inflated cone of icy water in 

Oberhausen (image) - the central part of an exhibition in 2000 we 

conceived in a listed gasholder 110 metres high in Oberhausen. It was 

called ‘blue gold’ and more than 300,000 paying visitors came. 
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Alba di Milano Light Monument 1998, laureate
Ian Ritchie Architects, Litec
New woven fractured optic fibres (warp) 

Over the past twenty years we have experimented with m

and meshes in stainless steel, and uniquely steel

sheathed fibre optics.  

 

1997 Ian Ritchie Architects + 
Plymouth Theatre Royal Production Centre, TR2 
woven fabric 0.4mm warp + 0.3mm weft phosphor bronze wire 

 

In the TR2 project in Plymouth, we developped with Adrian Billingsly

woven phosphor bronze wire cloth. The fixing resistance was 
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Alba di Milano Light Monument 1998, laureate 
Ian Ritchie Architects, Litech + Wilbey  

ic fibres (warp) and stainless steel wire (weft)

 

Over the past twenty years we have experimented with m

and meshes in stainless steel, and uniquely steel stainless 

 

1997 Ian Ritchie Architects + Locker Wire Weavers; Adrian Billingsley 
Plymouth Theatre Royal Production Centre, TR2  

0.4mm warp + 0.3mm weft phosphor bronze wire  

In the TR2 project in Plymouth, we developped with Adrian Billingsly

woven phosphor bronze wire cloth. The fixing resistance was 
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and stainless steel wire (weft)  

Over the past twenty years we have experimented with metal fabrics 

stainless wire with 

 

  

In the TR2 project in Plymouth, we developped with Adrian Billingsly a 

woven phosphor bronze wire cloth. The fixing resistance was 
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developed in our workshop and the final wrap created a soft metal 

building, upon which seagulls can happily leave their guano as an 

everlasting ‘Pollock’ painting.  

 

Light 

In 1986, An artist Jean Louis hermitte and I brought together academia 

(a physicist – Francois Bastien) with industry (Electricité de France) to 

successfully realise a vision of controlling 3-D light forms. 

Zebede 2009 Ian Ritchie Architects, Ulrike Brandi Licht & Hamburg Licht  
high performance task light with variable colour temperature and delivering maximum 
1500 lux over an A1 area @ only 10watts 

 

And just a couple of years ago, with Ulrike Brandi and Peter Wilde, we 

developed a high performance task light. It has variable light output 

and colour – ranging from candlelight for reading to 1500 lux for 

examining financial accounts or maps or architectural drawings! 
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Despite the tendency towards lighter materials, we have used masonry 

- stack-bonded brickwork in combination with fabric as at Albert Sport 

and Cultural Centre in France; and with glass conservatories using the 

soft light reflecting quality of light brickwork at Roy Square housing  

 

 

1991 Ian Ritchie Architects + Arup + Pilkington  
Reina Sofia Museum of Modern Art, Madrid  

world’s first glass installation which transfers wind load  
at the corner of the building through the glass edges 

 

Architects and the UK Construction Industry. 

 

For architects to have an influence on constructional developments, 

their ability to collaborate is a precondition. The fact that architects, 

engineers and the construction industry are using the same, or 
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compatible computer programmes suggests that this collaboration 

could be easier than it has been. However, well before computing 

comes into play, the collaborators need to recognise their different 

skills, to develop open minds and, most fundamentally, to trust in each 

other. 

 

The UK construction industry is fragmented and risk averse. It was not 

always so. The design apartheid I mentioned earlier is now 

exacerbated by a culture of risk transfer. Governments and people 

with power do not want to take responsibility for construction or the 

risk of cost overruns. So they pass it on in the form of contractual 

arrangements such as PFI and Design & Build. In neither of these 

contract forms, which have dominated the building scene for 

architects and engineers over the past thirty years, is there any culture 

of innovation- in fact the reverse. I recall being invited by a well-

known legal firm to a seminar at the very beginning of PFI in the 1980s. 

I listened as financiers, contractors and lawyers discussed the potential 

benefits - to themselves. Finally, I was asked my thoughts on 

innovation in PFI. I simply stated that you have made it abundantly 

clear that you do not need architects for three reasons. One, your 

ingenuity in structuring the finance was the only innovation 

imaginable; two, architects may just get in the way of your profit 

margin; and three, there was no room for material or technical 

innovation as this goes totally against the PFI culture – it poses risk – 

you will inevitably stay with those already proven materials and 

construction techniques that you know – made of concrete, standard 

blocks and bricks, and windows.  
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Leipzig Glass Hall, Germany 1994 Ian Ritchie Architects + gmp + IPP + mero + seele 
The world’s largest glass hall covering 2.5 hectares using low
The first single side application of extruded silicone/liquid silicone 
glass to glass joints: externally cleaned by robots

There seem to be fewer and fewer

technically construct or have the

manage, for better or for worse

they do not have the expertise of trade contractors the risk is passed 

by the main contractor in the form of back

Trade Contractors are then obliged to seek b

level of the Main Contract value,

consequence is over-management and the s

innovation. 

 

As an architect it is too often the case that one's credentials and ideas 

are not those that industry will accept. The alternative is academia, 

and the specialist research institutes. Here, there are several involved 

in new materials, but collaborating with them is constrained either by 

budgets and existing progr

reasonable precondition of the research contract when they are being 

financed by a particular industry. Convincing people to finance 
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Leipzig Glass Hall, Germany 1994 Ian Ritchie Architects + gmp + IPP + mero + seele 
The world’s largest glass hall covering 2.5 hectares using low-iron laminated glass
The first single side application of extruded silicone/liquid silicone  
glass to glass joints: externally cleaned by robots 

 

er and fewer main contractors who know how to 

technically construct or have their own work force to do so

for better or for worse, the process of building. And because 

they do not have the expertise of trade contractors the risk is passed 

by the main contractor in the form of back-to-back contracts to them. 

Trade Contractors are then obliged to seek bonds and PI cover at the 

level of the Main Contract value, not the Trade Contract value. The 

management and the stifling of design and 

As an architect it is too often the case that one's credentials and ideas 

that industry will accept. The alternative is academia, 

and the specialist research institutes. Here, there are several involved 

in new materials, but collaborating with them is constrained either by 

budgets and existing programme commitments, or by secrec

reasonable precondition of the research contract when they are being 

financed by a particular industry. Convincing people to finance 
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Leipzig Glass Hall, Germany 1994 Ian Ritchie Architects + gmp + IPP + mero + seele  
iron laminated glass  

main contractors who know how to 

to do so. They 

the process of building. And because 

they do not have the expertise of trade contractors the risk is passed 

back contracts to them. 

onds and PI cover at the 

not the Trade Contract value. The 

tifling of design and 

As an architect it is too often the case that one's credentials and ideas 

that industry will accept. The alternative is academia, 

and the specialist research institutes. Here, there are several involved 

in new materials, but collaborating with them is constrained either by 

amme commitments, or by secrecy - a quite 

reasonable precondition of the research contract when they are being 

financed by a particular industry. Convincing people to finance new 
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scientific/industrial ideas is a very difficult one to crack for an 

architect - but it can happen. 

 

Architecture - or rather the construction of buildings has nearly always 

been produced from man-handleable components.  However, for more 

than a hundred years, new construction components have got bigger 

and bigger to such an extent that the “hand” has lost its primary role 

to the machine, and the machine in due course will lose its role to the 

robot.  

 

Also the component - whether it is the humble brick or the most 

sophisticated 3D knitted titanium fabric is becoming more and more 

standardised. This more or less takes us back to the classical age, even 

the renaissance when there was a catalogue of methods and designs. Is 

the architect trained as I was a dying species? If he cannot reinvent 

himself it does seem inevitable as society will no longer demand the 

subtlety and sensual skills based upon technical knowledge that he 

possesses.  
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1998 Ian Ritchie Architects + Arup 
Scotland’s Home Of Tomorrow , Glasgow 
introducing the outdoor room in high rise 

 

In the future, the art of architectural composition may well be 

measured by the designer’s ability to innovate using a limited number 

standardised components or standardised processes. 

 

I sense I am an explorer, someone with a reflective mind, who is 

always questioning the status quo. Fundamentally one must have skills 

– to enquire, to understand, to synthesise, to communicate. 

To enquire is to look into the void to find new answers. History is our 

lodestar and questioning society, technology and dogma are the motors 
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of progress, as well as our culture at any given time and the boundary 

against which we chip away. 

 

Research: molecular doping of Na glass to 

limit crack propagation: Ian Ritchie 

Architects with Neville Greaves, 1993-

1999 

 

 

To understand can mean 

investigating, with others, at the 

molecular level the chemistry and 

behaviour of matter.  

 

It is also why prototypes cannot be 

overlooked, not just in 

understanding the material, but 

the way in which they can be assembled in the factory or on site, and 

the manner in which they absorb, radiate, reflect, deflect, refract 

light, sound, heat, wind and water.  
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Synthesis comes from practice, from being an architect and designer 

and the ability to see the bigger picture – the social value of the 

innovation that may happen. 

 

Communication is vital. Between collaborators there has to be time to 

talk, and time to think, to be together and to be apart.  

 

I have fun, we have fun and enjoy our creativity in our studio. It comes 

through the challenge, and working with people who have enthusiasm 

and wide horizons on life.  

 

Companies need to have confidence, skill, judgement, understanding, 

and notably foresight - a sort of early warning system for the next 10 to 

20 years. 

A company structure that incorporates foresight thinking as an integral 

and shared part of its operations builds in the recognition and potential 

to innovate, and to survive.  
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The most difficult commodity to introduce into companies is the 

recognition of the importance of thinking ahead. This means making 

available both time and money to think ahead. Everyone everywhere 

seems to be fully occupied with the pragmatic issues of the present. 

 

The most difficult attitude to get rid of within companies is the belief 

that holding onto information is to the benefit of the company.  It is a 

notion which should be consigned to history.  

 

Sharing information is neither dangerous nor detrimental to 

companies.  Sharing information is essential if we are to help create a 

better world.  

It is what we do with the information that will differentiate companies 

more and more. 

It will reveal those companies which are better able to manage 

change, to innovate and to be successful. 

 

 

As an individual, to be innovative one needs to have a high degree of 

self-confidence, an independent spirit and the desire. However, 

Innovation for its own sake is childish. 

 

Innovation is not only evidenced through products, but also in the way 

information is applied throughout the process.  
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1992 Ian Ritchie Architects 
Terrasson, France – laureate 
‘The Phantom Fixing’ developed for the 
Pearl of Dubai applied to fix the glass roof 
‘lake’ on the Terrasson Cultural Greenhouse

 

 

 

I would like to quote from my erstwhile friend, Peter Rice, an 

engineer. 

“To build quickly we must standardise. We must use industrial 

techniques. Components become industrial elements which are used 

and re-used to create giant facades. Similar buildings mul

landscape and the building components dominate the architecture and 

the growth and power of technology is given the blame. To counteract 

this architects and designers have returned to the forms and images of 

old. But to do this is to miss th

needed is something which returns the human scale and human 

involvement to buildings. It is the feeling that people are unimportant 

when compared to the industrial processes which is so damaging. The 

Victorians succeeded wh
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laureate  

‘The Phantom Fixing’ developed for the 
Pearl of Dubai applied to fix the glass roof 
‘lake’ on the Terrasson Cultural Greenhouse 

would like to quote from my erstwhile friend, Peter Rice, an 

we must standardise. We must use industrial 

techniques. Components become industrial elements which are used 

used to create giant facades. Similar buildings mul

landscape and the building components dominate the architecture and 

the growth and power of technology is given the blame. To counteract 

this architects and designers have returned to the forms and images of 

old. But to do this is to miss the point and the problem. What is 

needed is something which returns the human scale and human 

involvement to buildings. It is the feeling that people are unimportant 

when compared to the industrial processes which is so damaging. The 

ans succeeded where we do not.” 
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we must standardise. We must use industrial 

techniques. Components become industrial elements which are used 

used to create giant facades. Similar buildings multiply over the 

landscape and the building components dominate the architecture and 

the growth and power of technology is given the blame. To counteract 

this architects and designers have returned to the forms and images of 

e point and the problem. What is 

needed is something which returns the human scale and human 

involvement to buildings. It is the feeling that people are unimportant 

when compared to the industrial processes which is so damaging. The 
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Innovation is recognisable as individuality, and the means available to 

us through computers to be innovative have never been stronger. It is a 

question of attitude. One can use computers creatively to design, to 

analyse, to fabricate.  

If we do not innovate, we stagnate. 

 

I know that the only way forward to develop better results is to work 

closely with industry at all stages of manufacture, and to understand 

the fundamental nature of material and their methods of transforming 

it. 

 

Today, most architects are not interested in the fundamental process 

by which this can be achieved. Architects are concerned primarily with 

image, and then by what products are available on the market (and 

accept the manufacturer’s data about their performance), how much 

they cost per square metre, and how best they can serve both the 

aesthetic and environmental standards, including safety, for their 

designs. 

 

One aspect which is less well documented is how architects can work 

better with those companies which produce, and those that process 

and fabricate the glass, timber, masonry and metal products; those 

companies who undertake the installation, and those companies who 

produce or use maintenance systems.  

 

I am concerned about how, as architects and engineers, we can 

contribute positively to the future, and in the context of materials, 

this leads inexorably to thinking about new products and how to obtain 
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a higher technical performance

synthesising these improved technical pe

aesthetics. 

 

We are not at the dawn of another renaissance, but in the stream of a 

continuous technical evolution where we have the opportunity through 

the intelligent synthesis of art, nature and technology to make 

decoration performance and performance decoration; and where 

dynamic behaviour is understood as a fundamental characteristic of 

materials and constructions.

1997 Ian Ritchie Architects, Atelier One and Paul Gillieron Acoustic Design 
Crystal Palace Concert Platform, London 

world’s first outdoor application of an ‘active acoustic system’

 

As history has shown us, it is through our imagination, unhindered but 

informed, that we will improve architecture. 

It is also through cooperation and collaboration that we can become 

better informed, and our imaginations better nurtured.
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performance from these materials, and to imagine 

synthesising these improved technical performances with new 

We are not at the dawn of another renaissance, but in the stream of a 

continuous technical evolution where we have the opportunity through 

the intelligent synthesis of art, nature and technology to make 

ce and performance decoration; and where 

dynamic behaviour is understood as a fundamental characteristic of 

materials and constructions. 

1997 Ian Ritchie Architects, Atelier One and Paul Gillieron Acoustic Design 
Crystal Palace Concert Platform, London  

world’s first outdoor application of an ‘active acoustic system’

As history has shown us, it is through our imagination, unhindered but 

informed, that we will improve architecture.  

It is also through cooperation and collaboration that we can become 

better informed, and our imaginations better nurtured. 
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We are not at the dawn of another renaissance, but in the stream of a 

continuous technical evolution where we have the opportunity through 

the intelligent synthesis of art, nature and technology to make 

ce and performance decoration; and where 

dynamic behaviour is understood as a fundamental characteristic of 

 

1997 Ian Ritchie Architects, Atelier One and Paul Gillieron Acoustic Design  

world’s first outdoor application of an ‘active acoustic system’  

As history has shown us, it is through our imagination, unhindered but 

It is also through cooperation and collaboration that we can become 
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2006 Ian Ritchie Architects, WSP, Paul Gillieron Acoustics, King Shaw Associates Royal 
Shakespeare Company Courtyard Theatre, Stratford/Avon 
1050 seats, less that £6m and designed and built in les

 

Innovation, which has lasting value 

architects, given the trust and commitment of clients, collaborators 

and industry. 

 

When others suggest that your ideas are wrong 

more likely it is you are on the right track. Any innovation is a response 

to its own time, and should improve the quality of what has preceded 

it.  

Oscar Wilde said: “Discontent

or a nation” 
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2006 Ian Ritchie Architects, WSP, Paul Gillieron Acoustics, King Shaw Associates Royal 
Shakespeare Company Courtyard Theatre, Stratford/Avon  
1050 seats, less that £6m and designed and built in less than 12months.

Innovation, which has lasting value can come from the dreams of 

architects, given the trust and commitment of clients, collaborators 

that your ideas are wrong or unreasonable, the 

more likely it is you are on the right track. Any innovation is a response 

to its own time, and should improve the quality of what has preceded 

Discontent is the first step in the progress of a man 
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2006 Ian Ritchie Architects, WSP, Paul Gillieron Acoustics, King Shaw Associates Royal 

s than 12months. 

e from the dreams of 

architects, given the trust and commitment of clients, collaborators 

or unreasonable, the 

more likely it is you are on the right track. Any innovation is a response 

to its own time, and should improve the quality of what has preceded 

is the first step in the progress of a man 
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S Seat Ian Ritchie  2007 

 

“The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable 

one persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all 

progress depends upon the unreasonable man.” Said George Bernard 

Shaw 

 

 “Progress is nothing but the victory of laughter over dogma.” 

(Benjamin De Casseres) 

 


